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P.E Kits
The children all require an indoor and outdoor kit for PE this year.  The outdoor sessions will happen throughout the winter months 
(weather permitting)  so it is    important the children are warmly and appropriately dressed.

We would like to remind parents that all jewellery must be removed for PE sessions.   We request that earrings are removed but, if they 
have just been pierced, then you must provide plasters to cover them during PE sessions. Hair is also to be up in a bobble. 

Indoor Kit

Navy shorts
White T-Shirt
Socks and plimsolls

Outdoor Kit

Navy blue joggers/tracksuit bottoms
White t-shirt/navy jumper  
Socks and trainers

07.09.17
Research Moh’s Law linked to our science work and create a poster or 
iBook to present to the class. (Due in  19.09.17)
Learn spellings for test Thursday 14.09.17
Read AR Book at last 5 times ready for Comprehension Quiz in school

14.09.17
Learn spellings for test Thursday 21.09.17
Read AR Book at last 5 times ready for Comprehension Quiz in school
Practise  times tables - use Squeebles and Numeracy Workout

21.09.17
Learn spellings for test Thursday 28.09.17
Read AR Book at last 5 times ready for Comprehension Quiz in school
Practise  times tables - use Squeebles and Numeracy Workout

28.09.17
Create an ancient costume or piece of jewellery/weaponry for Greek 
Day (Due in  10.10.17)
Learn spellings for test Thursday 05.10.17
Read AR Book at last 5 times ready for Comprehension Quiz in school

05.10.17 
Learn spellings for test Thursday 12.10.17
Read AR Book at last 5 times ready for Comprehension Quiz in school
Practise  times tables - use Squeebles and Numeracy Workout

12.10.17 
Learn spellings for test Thursday 19.09.17
Read AR Book at last 5 times ready for Comprehension Quiz in school
Practise  times tables - use Squeebles and Numeracy Workout

19.10.17
Learn spellings for test Thursday 02.11.17
Read AR Book at last 5 times ready for Comprehension Quiz in school
Practise  times tables - use Squeebles and Numeracy Workout

02.11.17 
Collect holiday brochures and information about visiting the city 
of Athens ready to write an advert in school (Due back 14.11.17)
Learn spellings for test Thursday 09.11.17
Read AR Book at last 5 times ready for Comprehension Quiz in 
school

09.11.17 
Learn spellings for test Thursday 16.11.17
Read AR Book at last 5 times ready for Comprehension Quiz in 
school
Practise  times tables - use Squeebles and Numeracy Workout

16.11.17 
Learn spellings for test Thursday 23.11.17
Read AR Book at last 5 times ready for Comprehension Quiz in 
school
Practise  times tables - use Squeebles and Numeracy Workout

23.11.17 
Learn spellings for test Thursday 30.11.17
Read AR Book at last 5 times ready for Comprehension Quiz in 
school
Practise  times tables - use Squeebles and Numeracy Workout

30.11.17 
Create an acrostic Christmas themed poem or write and learn a 
Christmas poem to perform.
Learn spellings for test Thursday 07.12.17
Read AR Book at last 5 times ready for Comprehension Quiz in 
school

07.12.17 
Music: Learn songs for our Christmas Carol Service on 20.12.17
Learn spellings for test Thursday 14.12.17
Read AR Book at last 5 times ready for Comprehension Quiz in 
school

HOMEWORK



Computing
The children will continue to  use their iPads on a daily basis as an integral part of their learning.  This term, the 
children will be taking part in e-safety sessions and developing use of a range of applications on their iPad which 
develop independent learning.  The children will continue to use Purple Mash to develop key skills.

Music
As we get closer to Christmas, the children will be preparing for the annual Y5/6 carol 
service at Christ Church.

Geography/History
History provides an opportunity for the children to find out how the  people of Ancient Greece lived. This includes 
family life, daily routines, houses, jobs and trades, diet, clothing and religion.

Whilst exploring this topic the children will be using maps to locate Ancient Greek regions belonging to the Athenians 
and Spartans.  We will also investigate both the landscape and farming conditions needed to grow Greek produce 
such as olives and tomatoes.

Dates for your diary!

13.09.17 - Y5 Welcome Meeting (3.15pm)
22.09.17/25.09.17 - PD Day (school closed)

29.09.17 - Jeans for Genes Day
06.10.17 - Y5 CA Class assembly (invites to follow)

16.10.17 -  Consultation Evening  (last appoint. 4:45pm)
17.10.17 -  Consultation Evening (last appoint. 6pm)

18.10.17—School Choir Festival (details to follow)
20.10.17 - PD Day (school closed)
20.10.17 -  Break up for half term

30.10.17 - Return to school after half term
Greek Day (details to follow)

20.12.17 - Y5/6 Christmas Carol Service (Christ Church 6pm)

Design Technology and Art
At the beginning of the term, the children will be finding out about the different uses of Greek vases.  They 
will be learning about orange and black figure pottery and finding out about some of the famous Greek 
fables illustrated on the vases.  The children will then design and make their own authentic clay vase, based 
on fables they have read in class.  
 
After learning about farming and food, the children will design and make their own traditional Greek salads 
using ingredients produced in Greece.

P.S.H.E/RRSA
Our PHSCE activities this term are based around ‘New Beginnings’ and ‘Good to be Me’. 

Physical Education
In P.E. the children will be continuing to develop their skills in invasion games and dance, with Mrs Bryson, 
Mr Robinson,  Miss Lillystone and Mr Race.

Religious Education
In R.E. the children will be exploring aspects of Christianity by studying what Christians believe about God 
and why the birth of Jesus is important to Christians.
 
French
In French with Madame D’Inverno the children will be continuing to develop speaking and listening skills 
and starting to write their own sentences, including about themselves. 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

We are looking forward to the year ahead and all of the exciting things we have  planned! You 
are invited to our welcome meeting on Wednesday 13th September at 3.15pm, where you will 
have the opportunity to meet the Y5 team and find out more about the curriculum. During the 

autumn term, our topic will be ‘Ancient Greece.’

English
In English, the children will be exploring texts linked to the Ancient Greek period of    history.  
These include a number of Greek fables and myths such as ‘The Hare and the Tortoise’, ‘Pandora’s 
Box’ and ‘Perseus and Medusa’.  Following on from this, the children will study ‘The Tale of Troy’.  
We will use this as a stimulus for writing newspaper reports.  Later on in the term, the children 
will be developing their persuasive writing by producing Greek holiday adverts and developing 
knowledge of a variety of other genres including poetry.

Mathematics
During the Autumn Term, we will be developing the children’s understanding of place value and 
rounding.  We will be using mental and formal written methods to add and subtract   numbers 
of increasing size.  We will continue to practise chanting and  recalling multiplication facts as we 
calculate both mentally and using formal written methods.  Later on in the term, we will be or-
dering and rounding decimal numbers; extending our understanding of fractions and exploring 
units of metric measure.

Science
This half term’s Science is based around ‘Properties and Changes of Materials’. This entails 
comparing and grouping everyday materials, exploring the properties of materials and learning 
about methods of separation. 

Below is an overview of educational visits and activities planned for the year ahead:
Autumn Term

Greek Day (details to follow)
Disablity Awareness (TBC)

Carol Service
Spring Term

Y5 French Cafe
Summer Term
Y5 Residential

Eston Ironstone Mine Walk with Craig Hornby
Cleveland Ironstone Mining Museum

Mining Showcase


